1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

In the human eye, the majority of light refraction is performed by the cornea. For this reason the cornea must remain transparent with regular optics and to achieve this it has a homeostatic mechanism to control hydration and thickness \[[@r1]\]. Several diseases and dystrophies affect the cornea leading to loss of visual acuity or blindness. Scarring of the cornea causing opacity has been identified by the World Health Organisation as the fourth leading cause of blindness worldwide, with an estimated 1.5 to 2.0 million new cases every year \[[@r2]\]. In the majority of cases, the only currently available curative treatment is to transplant corneal tissue from a deceased donor. In the single year of 2012, it was calculated that at least 184,576 corneal transplants were carried out worldwide \[[@r3]\]. The discrepancy between corneal blindness and corneal transplantation arises because access to this sight-saving surgery is limited, even in developed countries, by a major shortfall of donor tissue, with only 1 suitable cornea supplied for every 70 needed worldwide \[[@r3]\]. Furthermore, corneal transplant failure is a significant problem, with an overall 5 year actuarial survival of 90% \[[@r4]\], and virtually all will fail within 30 years \[[@r5]\]. To ensure these discordant rates do not rise further, not only does donation need to match the shortfall, but there also needs to be efficient and reliable quality screening of the donor tissue. Methods to measure corneal hydration and its mechanism have two separable application areas, firstly to assess the quality of donor tissue and secondly in the study and assessment of corneal diseases such as Fuchs dystrophy \[[@r6], [@r7]\].

The storage \[[@r8]\] and preparation \[[@r9]--[@r15]\] of donor human corneal tissue are important processes in achieving the best optical results and reducing rates of failure after corneal transplantation. A common method of donor cornea preservation is by storage at normothermic temperature in tissue culture \[[@r16]\]. This technique permits preservation of the vital corneal endothelial layer for up to one month \[[@r17]\]. Immersion in culture media during storage inhibits the mechanisms that maintain corneal hydration and this leads to swelling of the donor cornea to approximately double its *in vivo* thickness \[[@r18]\]. Transplantation of a swollen cornea causes a misalignment between one or both surfaces of the transplant compared with the recipient tissue. To counteract this, donor corneas are "de-swelled" before use in a hypertonic solution, usually containing dextran, which removes the excess water from the cornea by osmosis. The health of the endothelial layer affects the de-swelling rate \[[@r19]\] and conversely, the de-swelling process can damage the health of the donor tissue \[[@r20]\]. For these reasons there has been substantial research to optimise the de-swelling time \[[@r9], [@r21]\], improve the method \[[@r10]\], or use alternative osmotic agents such as poloxamers or PEG \[[@r11], [@r12]\]. As well as moving this research forward, a new method to measure and image the de-swelling process could be used to screen potential donor tissue by identifying abnormalities in behaviour.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a technique that can be used safely and non-invasively to inspect corneas inside eye bank storage vials with no manipulation and no risk of contamination \[[@r22]\]. There has been limited use of OCT in eye banking \[[@r9], [@r23]--[@r25]\]. Conventional optical microscopy is customarily used to review the health of the endothelial layer, and OCT \[[@r26]\], or ultrasonic pachymetry \[[@r27]\], used to measure corneal thickness. Although OCT has been increasingly used for studies of corneal swelling and de-swelling \[[@r9], [@r11], [@r13], [@r24], [@r25], [@r28]--[@r30]\], the method gave thickness at the time of measurement, but has not been able to provide any direct information on the physiological processes driving these changes. The processes that happen within the cornea during the de-swelling process therefore, have had to be interpreted by mathematical modelling and only corneal thickness as a function of time has been available to validate these models \[[@r31]\].

As well as micrometre resolution for structural tomography, the phase information within the interferogram data collected by OCT has nanometre displacement sensitivity that has previously been applied in functional imaging techniques such as profilometry/vibrometry \[[@r32]\], angiography/Doppler velocity measurements \[[@r33]\] and optical coherence elastography (OCE) \[[@r34], [@r35]\]. In Fourier domain OCT, the Fourier phase (the complex phase angle after Fourier transform) of each pixel is sensitive to relative displacements of the object(s). This ability has been used in dynamic OCE to map in cross-section the elastic properties of a cornea \[[@r36]\].

When any object shrinks or expands, every single point within it has a measurable velocity relative to every other point. Compared to the velocities in Doppler blood flow measurement and dynamic OCE, the relative velocities between different points in a de-swelling cornea are orders of magnitude smaller. This means that to achieve the required motion sensitivity the ideal time between consecutive A-scans is orders of magnitude longer. During this time there can be significant bulk motion of the cornea because, as in common clinical practice, rather than being physically fixed in position, it is suspended by a suture at a single point, allowing some movement within the de-swelling solution. We mimicked this arrangement in our experiments. Here we present a new method that we term, '*Deformation Velocity Imaging* (DVI)'. The term is derived as the technique tomograpically *images* the relative axial *velocities* between points of a (semi)-solid object caused by its inelastic *deformation*. This method uses the temporal change in the phase difference between pixels and a reference pixel, set for each A-Scan using image segmentation to be at a given depth within the object, returning the small relative axial velocities resulting from the deformation of the object but removing any bulk motion velocity, similar to methods used for Doppler OCT and OCT angiography. It is shown that these relative velocities give a qualitative picture of the de-swelling process, allow quantitative comparisons between samples and can be used to test mathematical models of the cornea.

The DVI method presented here could be implemented with a conventional scanning point OCT system. To efficiently capture consecutive A-scans at a low repetition rate, such a system could be expected to measure repeated B-scans at the same position with negligible mechanical A-Scan lateral positioning differences. However, we instead used a line field spectral domain OCT (LF-OCT) \[[@r37]\] which measures B-Scans without any mechanical moving parts. Such a system has previously been used for static intraocular pressure OCE measurements \[[@r38]\].

In addition to the new DVI method, we used an automated segmentation method for corneal thickness change. Previous corneal de-swelling studies have adopted a manual approach to measure thickness which led to low temporal sampling; the shortest period for a corneal thickness measured within a vial was 30 minutes \[[@r30]\]. For these thickness measurements, as well as the automated DVI processing, the anterior and posterior interface locations are required. To achieve this, image segmentation techniques \[[@r39]\] can rapidly extract the location of interfaces in large numbers of images, making high temporal sampling more practical and removing user subjectivity. Graph search is a graph cut method \[[@r40]\] that is particularly suited for the cornea \[[@r41]\], due to the functional nature of the solution, low computation energy, reduced optimisation and no training requirements. Combining these techniques allowed smooth, unbiased, measurement of corneal thickness change.

2. Methods {#sec1-2}
==========

2.1 Preparation and presentation of corneas {#sec2-1}
-------------------------------------------

Ethical approval (RETH000833) from the research ethics committee of the University of Liverpool was obtained for the use of human tissue. Human corneas were dissected using a clinical eye bank technique to prepare the cornea with a 1 to 3 mm scleral rim.

The three corneas used for *Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4* were supplied by the NHSBT Manchester Eye Bank, UK. They were stored under normothermic tissue culture conditions for an extended period and then held for a further 23 to 25 days at ambient temperature, such that the total storage time was 49 to 98 days. As expected, histological examination after the imaging indicated that these corneas did not have an intact endothelial layer, but did retain an epithelium, albeit abnormal. Although these corneas did not have an endothelium suitable for transplantation, they were adequate to demonstrate the technique and serve as a model of stromal thickness change. The de-swelling solution used for these three corneas was 20% dextran (Mw = 450,000 to 650,000) (Sigma-Aldrich) in distilled water.

The pair of corneas used in *Section 3.3* were supplied by The Liverpool Research Eye Bank / Royal Liverpool University Hospital, UK and imaged within the routine clinical limit of 30 days (16 and 17 days in normothermic tissue culture media). High resolution OCT and histology imaging showed neither cornea retained an epithelial layer. To compare the influence of the endothelium, this was removed along with Descemet's membrane from one cornea the day before imaging, whereas the paired cornea was left intact (again validated with higher resolution OCT and histological imaging). These corneas were then thinned using a commercial thinning media (THIN-C, Alchimia, Padova, Italy).

For the experiments, all the corneas were suspended in media by a suture at the periphery and kept located by another suture diagonally opposite attached to a stainless steel washer weight. Imaging was carried out through the glass wall of a viewing vial. Before transferring to de-swelling solution, the corneas were imaged in the tissue culture media for at least 40 minutes to ensure equilibration (no measureable inelastic deformation). For the de-swelling experiments, first the cornea and then the storage media were removed before being replaced with de-swelling solution and the cornea re-immersed within 5 minutes. After the transfer, the LF-OCT measurements were automatically taken once every minute for the first 40 to 60 minutes, and subsequently every ten minutes, up to the extent of the experiment ranging from 17 to 42 hours.

2.2 Line-field spectral-domain OCT {#sec2-2}
----------------------------------

We have previously described the LF-OCT system \[[@r42]\]. Here we used the iVac CCD camera (frame rate 2 Hz), and 75 mm objective and 100 mm collection achromatic lenses. This system utilises a commercial Czerny-Turner spectrograph, which allowed the axial resolution and range to be changed by switching the grating on the mechanical turret. For the automatic monitoring of the de-swelling corneas it operated at low-resolution mode using a 1200 l/mm grating. The central wavelength used was 800 nm, giving an axial resolution of 12 μm in air (n~G~ = 1), 9 μm in cornea (n~G~ = 1.37), with an axial range of 5.2 mm in air (n~G~ = 1), 3.8 mm in cornea (n~G~ = 1.37), where n~G~ is group refractive index. This low-resolution mode gave higher signal per pixel, increasing the signal to noise ratio, and a higher axial range, circumventing any axial motion of the swollen corneas during the automated collection. The axial resolution value of 9 μm in cornea (n~G~ = 1.37), is sufficient for the functional DVI and measurement of the full thickness of the cornea. For higher resolution inspection of the epithelium, the system was switched to the 300 l/mm grating, though axial resolution was likely to be limited by uncorrected dispersion from the vial wall and solution.

2.3 Graph search segmentation of cornea {#sec2-3}
---------------------------------------

To automatically identify anterior and posterior interfaces of the cornea, we used an iterative graph search algorithm. For each cornea, the iterative process was tailored to suit the image features. Future standardised mounting of the corneas in de-swelling vials, would overcome this need to tailor the algorithm by keeping image features, such as interface reflections, at the same position within the image and allow the same algorithm parameters to be used for all measurements.

The key process that was iterated in these algorithms was graph search segmentation. This itself is a multistage process. First, the image was smoothed with a median filter. Secondly, one of two different energy functions was selected; either an inverted amplitude of the image, or the inverted magnitude of the vertical gradient. Thirdly, the chosen energy function was then smoothed again, using boxcar averaging. Fourthly, the left-right paths of minimum energy were computed using the algorithm presented by Williams et. al. 2015 \[[@r41]\]. To measure low energy paths across the image (e.g. anterior and posterior corneal interfaces), the minimum energy algorithm was iterated with the pixels within a set vertical range of the prior paths being blocked. The size of the median filter, boxcar and blocked vertical range were set to the lowest robust values by trial and error for each application of graph search.

The following process was used for each cornea: The appropriate vertical range to be considered was selected, then the inverted amplitude graph search was used to find the strong signals of the container interfaces and remove them from the searched image. For the three corneas with strong scattering from residual epithelium layers, the inverted amplitude search also returned the position of this layer. For the two corneas without an epithelium, the vertical gradient energy function was used to recover the profile of this interface instead. Once the approximate epithelial interface was established, this was used to aid the final segmentation by reshaping the image to this profile to make the cornea flat and discard irrelevant areas. A final run of the graph search algorithm, using the vertical gradient energy function, was then used to find the top and bottom interfaces of the cornea in the manipulated image. These interfaces were then displayed back on to the original images. The quality of the sectioning was then manually reviewed and clearly false paths manually blocked to ensure reliable sectioning.

2.4 Deformation velocity imaging (DVI) {#sec2-4}
--------------------------------------

In FD OCT, the product of the discrete Fourier transform is complex. The signal for each pixel, *I'~P~*, and its complex phase angle (Fourier phase), *ϕ~P~*, are given by $$I_{P}^{΄} = A_{P}(a_{P} + b_{P}i) = A_{P}a_{P} + A_{P}b_{P}i.$$ $$\phi_{P} = \tan^{- 1}\left( \frac{b_{P}}{a_{P}} \right) = \tan^{- 1}\left( \frac{A_{P}b_{P}}{A_{P}a_{P}} \right).$$Where, *A~P~*, is the magnitude of the signal giving the classical OCT images, and a~P~ and b~P~ are constants where inside the cornea, the signal in each pixel, *P*, will come from multiple scattering points, but these move approximately in unison. Hence the resultant phase behaves as if there was only a single signal source. Axial velocity of motion can be measured from the differences in the Fourier phase of a signal between consecutive measurements, *Δϕ*, by \[[@r33]\]$$v = \frac{\Delta\phi\lambda}{4\pi n\Delta\tau} = \frac{d\phi}{d\tau}\frac{\lambda}{4\pi n},$$ where *λ* is the central wavelength, *n* is the medium refractive index, and *Δτ* is time difference between the two measurements. It is generalised further by considering the measurement of an average unwrapped temporal phase gradient, *dϕ/dτ*, over an arbitrary number of measurements rather than just two. The relative axial velocity between objects in each pixel, *P*, and a reference pixel, *RP*, can be calculated by $$v_{r} = \frac{d(\phi_{P} - \phi_{RP})}{d\tau}\frac{\lambda}{4\pi n}.$$The temporal gradient of phase change, $\frac{d(\phi_{P} - \phi_{RP})}{d\tau}$, can be calculated by linear regression of unwrapped *ϕ~P~*-*ϕ~RP~* verses *τ*, over any number of measurements. The reference pixel can be set for each A-Scan to be at a given depth within a sample, using its boundaries found by image segmentation.

In this work, the relative phase change rate was measured from the ten frames of unprocessed complex B-Scans by the following method: Firstly, to remove any bulk motion for each A-scan and make the measured axial velocity relative to a specific point, the pixel with the strongest signal within a ten pixel range of a set point in the cornea was found. For the three corneas with an intact epithelium the set point was the epithelial interface and for the two corneas without epithelium, to prevent aliasing of the phase signal at either interface, the equidistant position between anterior and posterior surfaces was used instead. The phase value of the found pixel was then subtracted from the phase value of all the pixels in that A-scan. Secondly, to recover the change from the first frame, for each pixel the phase value from the first frame was then subtracted for all frames. Thirdly, for each pixel the phase change was unwrapped over the ten frames. Fourthly, for each pixel the temporal gradient of the phase change over the ten frames was taken ($\frac{d(\phi_{P} - \phi_{RP})}{d\tau}$). For the images, only the pixels in the segmented cornea were taken and then the image smoothed to reduce noise. This smoothing was not carried out prior to axial averaging.

The minimum detectable relative axial deformation velocity is determined by its noise. Estimated spatially over an area of an equilibrated swollen cornea in tissue culture, the standard deviation of the raw pixel values was 12 nm/s with correction for assumed corneal refractive index of n = 1.37, spatially smoothed images (boxcar type averaging) was 3 nm/s (n = 1.37) and axial averaged data was 0.7 nm/s (n = 1.37). The self-evident approaches to improving these values further are increasing the OCT SNR and increasing the measurement time, so that more deformation displacement occurs. The maximum measureable deformation velocity was capped by the Nyquist (aliasing) limit, of the 2 Hz frame rate, to 290 nm/s (n = 1.37). Two potential strategies exist for increasing this further, firstly the standard one of increasing measurement rate. Secondly, as the OCT image signal from the cornea (and any other mildly scattering sampling) is continuous, the aliasing of distant axial points may be overcome by introducing spatial unwrapping from the reference pixel.

2.5 De-swelling mathematical model {#sec2-5}
----------------------------------

Previously, only the resultant thickness data has been used to validate swelling models of the cornea \[[@r31], [@r43]\]. To mathematically model the first stage of the de-swelling process, for the first three corneas, we took the model given by Li et al. \[[@r31]\]. As we limited the modelling to just the rapid initial osmotic pressure driven de-swelling flow, we ignored the effect of solute movement throughout. The model has stroma medium permeability, K, as a function of the ratio of wet to dry mass (hydration), $\frac{M_{W}}{M_{D}}$, however, to reduce calculation complexity for this proof of principle demonstration, we simplified it to a single constant value. We used model elements of equal dry thickness and a density of 1g/cm^3^ for dry and water components. CGS units were used to match the previous work. The differential model was resolved numerically in MATLAB R2015aSP1 (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The values of the constants were recovered by manually fitting the model to give the best fit to the mean axial deformation velocity measurement at three times.

3. Results and discussions {#sec1-3}
==========================

3.1 Semi-automated de-swelling corneal thickness measurement by graph search {#sec2-6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1(a)-1(d)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1(a-d) OCT images and graph search segmentation (red lines) of a de-swelling human cornea within a vial at four different times. Visualization 1 shows a video stream of all 156 successive images taken during a de-swelling experiment of 18.5 hours. (e) Measured mean thickness of the de-swelling of three corneas. The locations of the four images in (a-d) are marked with blue circles. A constant group refractive index of 1.37 has been assumed, though the changing composition of the cornea would lead to small variances in this value. (f-g) Representative higher resolution OCT (f) and haematoxylin and eosin histological images (g) zoomed to show the residual epithelial layer (highlighted with red and black lines respectively). are four examples (from Visualization 1) of the automatically collected B-scan structural images, and their automated graph search segmentation of the anterior and posterior interface, from one de-swelling experiment. [Figure 1(e)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean thickness measured by the automated segmentation for three corneas over 18 hours of transfer to a de-swelling solution. All three corneas followed the same thickness profile, with an initially rapid decrease for approximately 3 hours caused by the osmotic de-swelling due to the hypertonic dextran solution. After this minimum, there was a slower increase in the thickness of the cornea \[[@r19]\], which was associated with dextran diffusing into the cornea \[[@r44]\], changing the osmotic balance. The temporal sampling period of the thickness measurements of de-swelling corneas, by this automated method, is much smaller (1 versus 30 minutes \[[@r30]\]) than has previously been presented. In addition, the automated measurement reduced lateral misalignments between consecutive images and the automated segmentation removed subjectivity, leading to low noise in the thickness values. As a result, the initial rapid decrease in thickness was accurately recorded without the need for interpolation. As will be discussed below, this detailed temporal thickness data can be compared directly with the trend predicted by mathematical models of the cornea. One minute sampling was chosen as sufficient to follow the initial rapid de-swelling, although the automated collection and segmentation would allow faster sampling with minimal operator intervention; the ultimate sampling rate is limited by camera speed and available data storage. The automated data collection for cornea 1 (red dots) is incomplete due to a computer failure that did not reoccur. However, for the time periods successfully collected, the data closely matches its pair, cornea 2 (blue dots). OCT structural imaging can also resolve the separate layers of the cornea. For example, [Fig. 1(f)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} is a high resolution OCT image of the anterior surface of the cornea showing a scattering residual epithelial layer. The epithelial layer was then confirmed by histological staining ([Fig. 1(g)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}) after the completion of the experiment.

3.2 Deformation velocity imaging (DVI) {#sec2-7}
--------------------------------------

The Fourier phase information from the 10 images automatically collected over 5 seconds at each sampling time was used to produce the deformation velocity images. The local strain rate, which is the fractional rate of expansion or shrinkage, is proportional to the axial gradient in these images (axial velocity gradient). Given approximate conservation of volume (*i.e.* Starting with 1.5 cl of swollen cornea, then removing 0.5 cl of fluid will leave 1 cl of cornea remaining. Any non-ideal solution behaviour would lead to some negligible deviation from this.) and taking the de-swelling as a one-dimensional process, the image amplitude is then linearly related to the osmotic flow rate. Note it is not a direct measure of the flow of the transparent fluid, but rather of the resulting reflex motion of the semi-solid matrix of the cornea. [Figure 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 2The Deformation Velocity Images (DVI) at four times during the de-swelling of a cornea with an intact epithelial layer. Visualization 2 shows the sequence of images up to 552 minutes. and Visualization 2 shows the corresponding DVI versions of the structural images given in [Fig. 1(a)-1(d)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} and Visualization 1 respectively. At the start of the experiment ([Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}) the image shows a large deformation velocity (flow rate) and strong axial velocity gradient (strain i.e. shrinkage) at the endothelial interface of the cornea, while no deformation velocity or axial velocity gradient is visible above noise at other depths. This initiation of shrinkage at this interface means that the largest osmotic flow must have occurred via this interface. The DVI images of these three corneas showed no indication of significant de-swelling initiating from the epithelial interface which indicates the low hydraulic conductivity of this layer \[[@r31]\]. Higher resolution OCT structural imaging and histology after the imaging ([Fig. 1(f)-1(g)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed the presence of a residual epithelial layer.

By 35 minutes ([Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}) the front of the de-swelling moved further into the cornea, which was shown by a larger proportion of the cornea having an axial velocity gradient in the deformation velocity (strain i.e. shrinkage due to flow gradient). However, the image amplitude at the endothelial interface is slightly reduced, indicating that the total net flow out of the cornea has decreased. By 92 minutes ([Fig. 2(c)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}) the amplitude of deformation velocities, thus net flow rate and overall shrinkage, had significantly decreased and the average axial velocity gradient of the deformation velocity image (strain rate) was more uniform throughout the depth of the cornea. At 550 minutes ([Fig. 2(d)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}) the axial deformation velocities and their axial velocity gradient is reversed, indicating corneal re-swelling as shown in the thickness measurements ([Fig. 1(e)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). With the distinctive traits identified in the DVI images, the stage of de-swelling of any cornea could be identified quasi-instantaneously by the technique. In addition, as the DVI information is quantitative it could be used to measure the rate of re-swelling, which has been linked to the health of the vital endothelial layer \[[@r19]\]. Currently, to supply corneal tissue for transplantation, the health of the endothelium is only assessed by its visual appearance or cellular level staining \[[@r45]\]. The experimental results reported here suggest that DVI has the potential to directly measure the functional performance of the endothelium.

For this phase method, to ensure significant phase change while not encountering aliasing, the measurement rate of 2 Hz was appropriate for the magnitude of the deformation motion of de-swelling. The ten consecutive images used for each measurement, meant a total measurement time of 5 seconds for each deformation velocity image. This is small compared to the time frame of swelling or de-swelling process, so can be regarded as quasi-instantaneous.

It has previously been demonstrated that OCT can also be used to perform the count and shape assessment of endothelial cells \[[@r46]--[@r48]\]. With the development of OCT, a single system carrying out both *en face* endothelial cell counts and DVI measurements is a possibility. This would be a powerful tool enabling an eye bank to rapidly perform a rigorous analysis of both corneal endothelial appearance and function, and hence donor tissue transplant suitability.

Within some of the DVI images artefacts can be seen due to the overlay of folded interface signals on to the OCT image data, such as the slanted horizontal line at \~750 μm depth in [Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. The overlay of such signals should be avoidable with further experimental refinement.

Within this section and 3.3 we have shown that imaging the relative axial velocities due to the inelastic deformation of a cornea during de-swelling gives a qualitative tomographic picture of the process that was not previously possible. In section 3.3, we show the axial averaged values can compare between samples quantitatively and in 3.4 the quantitative values can be compared directly to mathematical models. Conceptually the strain rate (shrinkage) is also important and could be imaged by calculation of axial gradient of velocity. However, taking the differential of the data would be expected to adversely affect the signal to noise ratio and/or resolution. In OCE, where the imaging of strain \[[@r49]\] is essential, improved methods have been developed to enhance performance. The strategies include: measuring local spatial phase gradient to return strain instead of displacement \[[@r49]\]; replacing the spatial averaging of the end result with weighted averaging \[[@r49]\] or earlier complex data averaging \[[@r50], [@r51]\] to decrease noise; physically adopting a common path reference surface in the interferometer \[[@r50]\] to minimise path length noise; and combining the phase method with speckle tracking \[[@r52]\] to increase dynamic range. Some of these strategies applied to DVI may improve imaging performance further and/or give direct images of strain rate instead.

As well as for the cornea, the technique may also be of value in the measurement of swelling processes in other tissues \[[@r53]\] or bio-materials \[[@r54]\], for the study of transport mechanisms or the differentiation of tissue. Outside of medicine, the technique could be applied to the measurement of thermal expansion processes in materials \[[@r55]\] or measuring how dry coating layers are by detecting the rate at which they change thickness \[[@r56]\].

Like standard phase based Doppler OCT and OCE methods, the described DVI method is only sensitive to changes in one dimension (axial). In Doppler OCT the compositing of simultaneous measurements with different optical axes \[[@r57]\] is being developed to measure three-dimensional change and such a method may be applied to DVI.

3.3 The effect of endothelial or epithelial layers {#sec2-8}
--------------------------------------------------

The barrier properties of the epithelial and endothelial layers are crucial to the de-swelling process of donor corneas. To examine the effect of their presence, a pair of donor human corneas both without epithelium and one without endothelium and Descemet's membrane were de-swelled in a commercial de-swelling medium (THIN-C).

To study the effect of the endothelial layers, [Fig. 3(a)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 3(a) Thickness results for a pair of corneas, one with and one without endothelial and Descemet's layers. (b,c) Comparison DVI images at 0 minutes for both corneas. (d) Averaged, from the endothelial interface, deformation velocities for both corneas. shows the thickness measurements for both corneas. As expected, the removal of the endothelial layer from the cornea (i.e. one of the barriers to flow) led to a more rapid initial thinning. Furthermore, this cornea also began to re-swell sooner, commencing at a greater minimum thickness, and rising to a larger final thickness compared to the cornea with an intact endothelial layer. This is likely due to the endothelial and Descemet's layers also being a barrier to dextran diffusing into the stroma. The removal of this barrier means that the dextran can diffuse more easily into the corneal stroma, equalising the osmotic pressure more rapidly. These measured thickness curves are visually similar to those produced by Schnitzler et al. \[[@r19]\], where damaged and undamaged endothelial layers were also compared. The high temporal sampling produced by our automatic collection and image segmentation meant that the detailed temporal thickness relationship was measured directly without relying on linear regression interpolation.

In order to visualise which corneal interfaces are involved and the relative magnitudes of de-swelling, [Fig. 3(b), 3(c)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the initial DVI images for the two corneas. For the endothelial interface, the cornea with an intact endothelial layer had a lower average magnitude of deformation velocity than the one without the endothelium. This corresponds with a greater axial velocity gradient in the image (strain rate), which is caused by a larger osmotic flow rate due to the removal of the endothelial barrier. In order to have a quantitative comparison, the mean deformation velocities at the endothelial interface for the two corneas were calculated for each distance from the endothelial interface. As shown in [Fig. 3(d)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, the cornea without the endothelial layer had approximately twice the maximum deformation velocity magnitude at this interface.

Comparison of DVI results of corneas with an epithelial layer ([Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}) and those without epithelial layer ([Figs. 3(b), 3(c)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}) showed a difference at the epithelial interface, demonstrating the effect of the epithelial layer. With these two corneas the de-swelling process occurred at the epithelial, as well as the endothelial, interface. Moreover, the measured deformation velocity difference, for these two corneas, appeared larger at the epithelial side even with the endothelium and Descemet's membrane removed. Even if both epithelial and endothelial surfaces pose no effective barrier to water and dextran, their osmotic flow rates may still differ because of differences in the biomechanics between anterior and posterior stroma \[[@r58]\].

3.4 Use of DVI to validate cornea mathematical models {#sec2-9}
-----------------------------------------------------

To understand how a cornea functions, particularly the de-swelling behaviour, a mathematical model of fluid flow has to be derived based on fluid dynamics. In this section we demonstrate that DVI data can be used to give a more direct experimental validation and testing of these theoretical models. The DVI data from *Section 3.2* was further used to validate the mechanism underlying a mathematical model of the de-swelling process. The parameter values used were fitted empirically using the DVI data at three time points and then compared to reference values. [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}Table 1Parameter values, and comparison referenced values, used in mathematical model.ParameterFitted ValuesReference ValuesFatt and Goldstick 1965 \[[@r59]\] empirical constant, *C* (dyne/cm^2^).N/A [^A^](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}2.41 x 10^6^ \[[@r59]\].Flow conductivity, $\frac{k}{\mu}$ (cm^4^/(s.dyne)).10 x 10^−12^.0.3 to 29 x 10^−12^ \[[@r31]\].Initial hydration, $\frac{M_{W}}{M_{D}}$.7.61.5 to 8 \[[@r43]\]. [^B^](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}De-swollen hydration, $\frac{M_{W}}{M_{D}}$.2.44As above.Endothelium membrane hydraulic conductivity, *L* (cm^3^/(s.dyne)).179 x 10^−12^15.8 x 10^−12^ \[[@r31]\].[^1][^2] gives the referenced and fitted values for the key parameters. Apart from the endothelial membrane hydraulic conductivity, the fitted values are within the expected referenced range. The fitted endothelial layer hydraulic conductivity is an order of magnitude higher than predicted for a normal cornea. This is likely due to the poor endothelial integrity of this cornea, as revealed histologically. Though OCT and histology results showed the presence of a residual epithelial layer, endothelial cells were only seen in a small fraction of the histological images and, where they were present, they were only individual cells rather than a complete layer. This degradation of the endothelial layer is the likely cause of the order of magnitude increase in porosity of the layer. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 4(a) Comparison of measured (blue points) and modelled (red line) mean thicknesses of a cornea over the first 92 minutes of a de-swelling experiment. The offset starting time and thickness of the model is shown by the red circle, with the red dashed line showing the modelled thickness relationship before the first measurement. The blue circles mark the three measurements shown in (b). (b) Comparison of the measured (points) and modelled (lines) mean deformation velocities as a function of distance from the endothelium interface, at three chosen times. The parameters for the model were fitted using these three measured deformation velocity data sets. The fitted parameters are given in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}. (top) shows the automatically measured thickness results over the first 92 minutes for one of the corneas and the predicted thickness from the mathematical model with fitted constant values. Although there are small systematic discrepancies, the model does give an accurate prediction of thickness, which is encouraging as the model parameters were only fitted using the mean thickness and DVI results at three time points. From these three time points, the model predicted the thickness and the state of internal processes at any point in between. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) shows the measured depth (from endothelial interface) average and the modelled DVI results. Comparison between the model and data show macroscopic agreement, substantiating the working principles of the model. Issues with this simple model, however, are clear, with the more abrupt changes with the model. Refinement of the model, such as expansion from 1D to 3D with non-uniform thickness and re-inclusion of features such as solute effects (particularly dextran diffusion) and dependence of *k* on$\frac{M_{W}}{M_{D}}$, may lead to closer matching of function and its application over longer time periods. The increased amount of information that DVI provides may in future allow improved models of the cornea to be developed, increasing the understanding of the de-swelling process and corneal physiology.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

We have presented a new method, DVI, that quasi-instantaneously maps in cross-section the deformation velocities of corneal tissue undergoing volume change and in doing so have also improved the temporal sampling by using automated collection and segmentation. The DVI results showed at which interfaces and at what magnitude de-swelling (osmotic flow) occurs and represents a direct non-invasive measure of the local flow mechanisms. This data allowed the validation of a current mathematical model of the cornea and may aid the development of improved models.

The results demonstrate that DVI not only has immediate application for corneal swelling and de-swelling research, but may have a potential application in the quality control of donor corneas for transplantation, by rapidly assessing the functional barrier performance of the epithelial or endothelial layer. We also see potential application of the technique to other tissues, biomedical materials, and, outside of medicine, thermal and coating drying, where non-invasive monitoring of inelastic deformation is of value.
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[^1]: Not mathematical separable from model parameters, taken as equal to reference.

[^2]: Plausible hydration range (rabbit model).
